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SYNOPSIS

Tested by the roll-tube method, the inclusion in Dubos medium
of oleic acid, Tween 80, or glucose hastens colony growth of
tubercle bacilli (BCG), but the variability in counts between replicate
bottles is large, and the mean count is low compared with that
obtained in media free of these substances.

The addition of glycerol hastens the development of colonies,
and counts on glycerol medium may differ from those on glycerol-
free medium. BCG suspensions stored at about 230C or exposed
to skyshine or sunlight become glycerol-sensitive. Results obtained
with glycerol medium may not, therefore, always be acceptable.

The preparation and use in the roll-tube method of a simple
medium is described. This consists of horse serum, M/15 phosphate
buffer, and agar, and is preferable to more complex media as it
tends to give higher viable counts and is easier to store and prepare.

Stored at about 230C, the viability of BCG is better preserved
in neutral phosphate buffer than in suspending fluids containing
Sauton medium; no such difference is noticed with cold storage.

Glutamic acid added in a concentration of 0.35% is without
effect on the viability of suspensions stored in the cold, but under
certain conditions it may have some preserving value at higher
storage temperatures.

Exposure to daylight in the laboratory, even for several hours,
does not kill BCG or render it glycerol-sensitive. Exposure to
intense skyshine does kill, but the mortality observed at the South
African Institute for Medical Research is low compared with that
recorded elsewhere. Possible explanations of this discrepancy are
discussed.

Some of the observations reported here on the effect on BCG vaccine
of storage and exposure to light differ from those recorded by other
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workers but more important than this fact is the finding that the suita-
bility of a culture medium used for the counting of viable bacilli may
depend on the condition of the BCG suspension under test. A method
may be used successfully if the suspension is freshly prepared but fail
if the suspension has been damaged, e.g., by storage or by exposure to
light.

Although it forms an inseparable whole, the experimental evidence
has been divided according to the condition-fresh, stored, or light-
exposed-of the BCG suspensions examined.

Modifications of the Roll-Tube Medium Tested with Fresh BCG
Suspensions

In the roll-tube method for the enumeration of viable tubercle bacilli,4
bottles containing 0.9 ml Dubos medium6 with 2% agar, but without
oleic acid or Tween 80, are inoculated with 0.1 ml of BCG suspended
in a 5% solution of bovine albumin (Armour, fraction V). This method,
like most others, has the drawback that it necessitates about 4 weeks'
incubation for the colonies to become large enough to be counted, and
various modifications of the medium have been tried in the hope of
increasing the rate of colony growth. Extra nutrient supplied by increasing
the volume of medium in the bottles before inoculation had no effect
on the growth rate or on the counts, and an increase in the final albumin
concentration was also without effect. The growth-enhancing effect of
oleic acid and Tween 80 was offset by low mean counts and an abnormal
scatter of the numbers counted in replicate bottles.4 Glucose had a similar
but less pronounced effect, and as the experimental proof is important
to those interested in the metabolism of BCG it has been summarized
in table I. A comparison of the results obtained in medium with and
without glucose showed that glucose concentrations lower than about
0.25% had no effect on either colony size or number. Higher concentra-
tions resulted in greatly increased growth rate but the mean colony count
(i) decreased with increasing glucose concentration, and the index of

dispersion'3 (X2=2(x-x) ) was significantly large (at the 5 % proba-

bility level) in five of the seven observations recorded in table I in which
the glucose concentration was 0.25 % or more, i.e., high enough to
accelerate growth. It was concluded that the BCG suspensions contained
a small proportion of bacilli which were inhibited by the presence of
glucose in excess of 0.25 %. Had it been a question of enhanced growth
of some bacilli and unaltered growth of others, the mean colony count
would have remained unaltered, and a small proportion of smaller colonies,
like those observed in the control bottles containing glucose-free medium,
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TABLE I. EFFECT OF GLUCOSE ON THE NUMBER OF COLONIES
DEVELOPED FROM 10-'5 mg BCG IN ROLL-TUBES CONTAINING

DUBOS-AGAR MEDIUM WITHOUT OLEIC ACID

Date of experiment MGluose N x sx [ x2

25 November 1952 0 8 86.5 3.07 6.10
1.0 8 73.9 6.92 36.29*

15 January 1953 0 10 116.5 1.95 2.93
1.0 10 68.4 2.54 8.45

25 February 1953 0 6 195.2 5.27 4.28
1.0 6 79.8 7.08 18.86*
0.25 6 168.8 0.76 16.92*
0.06 6 194.2 7.73 9.22

27 February 1953 0 6 184.2 7.20 8.44
0.5 6 142.0 5.42 6.21
0.13 5 171.4 7.16 5.98
0.03 6 176.6 7.77 10.26

6 March 1953 0 6 145.3 9.85 20.05*
1.0 6 73.7 6.80 18.86*
0.25 6 125.5 12.75 38.85*
0.06 5 147.8 5.19 3.65

N = number of replicate roll-tubes
x = number of colonies per roll-tube-mean of N observations
s = standard deviation of the mean (distribution error)
x

X2 = (x-x) - the index of dispersion
x

* Larger than XI for P = 0.05

would have been visible among the larger colonies. Further, it was not
a case of quickly-growing glucose-utilizing colonies depleting the medium
of nutrients essential for the support of a non-glucose-utilizing minority
of bacilli, because the mean count resulting from the implantation of
10-5 mg BCG was always in close agreement with that obtained from
10-6 mg (not shown in table I), although, relatively speaking, ten times
the amount of nutrient was available for the smaller inoculum.

Over a period of time, each of all freshly prepared BCG suspensions
was inoculated into two sets of roll-tubes, one containing plain Dubos
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medium, i.e., without oleic acid, Tween 80, glucose, or glycerol, and the
other containing Dubos medium with 6% glycerol, the concentration
in Sauton medium to which the organism is accustomed. Of the suspen-
sions examined, some contained 1 mg BCG per ml; some, used for trans-
cutaneous vaccination, 75 mg per ml; and others, oral vaccines, 100 mg
per ml. Preparations for oral use were made from BCG pellicles on IVM
medium 2 and the others from Sauton pellicles.

Details of the results obtained in this series have been omitted, but
calculation of the ratio of the difference between corresponding means
to the standard error of the difference and reference to a t-table showed
that the estimates of viable particles per mg BCG agreed at the 5 %
probability level for 10 of 23 observation pairs. The glycerol-containing
medium gave significantly higher values in 4 experiments, the glycerol-
free medium in 9. It may be added that in each of the two series of 23
counts, the calculated values of the index of dispersion were distributed
in close accordance with the theoretical expectation. In the presence of
glycerol, the colonies were countable under x 10 magnification after about
14 days' incubation and by the naked eye a few days later. Espersen 10
followed the growth of tubercle bacilli by direct agar microscopy and
discovered that glycerol was bactericidal when added to the culture medium,
glycerol-free Sauton-mannitol agar. The results described above do not
corroborate those of Espersen. The explanation is undoubtedly selective
adaptation; Espersen's inocula were got from dispersed cultures in glycerol-
free medium, while those used here were prepared from cultures adapted
to the high glycerol concentration of Sauton medium. Similarly, the
successful use by Fenner 11 of oleic-acid-containing Dubos-agar medium
for the enumeration of viable tubercle bacilli can presumably be ascribed
to the earlier adaptation to oleic acid of the bacilli counted.
A few other roll-tube media deserve brief mention. All were compared

side by side with the plain Dubos medium using the usual technique and
the results may be summarized as follows:

1. No colonies appeared when albumin was omitted from Dubos
medium.

2. The mean counts obtained in Sauton-agar containing 0.5 % bovine
albumin were significantly low, and the variability between replicates
was large. No colonies appeared in glycerol-free Sauton-agar.

3. The mean counts obtained in meat-extract-peptone-agar containing
0.5 % albumin were significantly low, and the variability between replicates
was large. No colonies appeared when albumin was omitted.

4. The addition of 0.2% mannitol did not affect the results obtained
with Dubos medium (see table XI). The addition of mannitol was tried
because Espersen 10 recommended a glycerol-free Sauton-agar containing
0.2% mannitol.
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5. The substitution of filtered, but otherwise untreated, horse serum
for bovine albumin in the standard method in repeated experiments with
different horse sera gave mean counts which were slightly but persistently
higher than the control counts, and the variability between replicate
bottles indicated reliable means. The possible use of a simple horse serum
medium in the roll-tube method will be discussed presently.

Viability of BCG Suspensions Stored at 2°-5°C

Generally speaking, viable counts of bacterial suspensions must decrease
with time, but in the case of BCG suspensions a simple relationship cannot
be expected between viable numbers and time of storage. At any time,
the true bacillary survival rate will be lower than that indicated by the viable
counts, because a proportion of bacilli is distributed as particles containing
more than one bacillus. A particle is alive, i.e., is a potential colony pro-
ducer, if a single member bacillus is alive, and therefore the viable counts
estimate the number of living particles in a suspension of particles not
exposed to the same death-risk. On the other hand, the true survival rate
could be underestimated if the particle distribution changed during storage,
by agglutination or clumping. A modification of the beer-yeast method
developed by Krohn 15 was used to ascertain if changing particle distribution
affected the results presented here. Such changes as occurred were negligible
and details have been omitted.

Hitherto, the IBCG vaccine for intracutaneous use produced by the
South African Institute for Medical Research has been issued as a suspension
of 1 mg per ml dilute Sauton medium, the traditional suspending fluid.
Birkhaug 3 has recommended glycerol-free Sauton medium diluted 1: 4 in
phosphate buffer of pH 7.2 as suspending fluid instead of water-diluted,
glycerol-containing Sauton medium, which, he asserts, is slightly bac-
tericidal. The first experiment carried out to test the survival of BCG in
phosphate buffer established a suitable pH. A suspension containing
20 mg BCG per ml distilled water was prepared, and 2.5-ml amounts were
distributed with one pipette into each of three flasks containing 50 ml of
M/15 phosphate buffer (S0rensen) of pH 5.9, 6.8, and 7.5, respectively.
Total particle counts and viable counts (standard method) were carried out
immediately on all three suspensions as a check on technique ; the counts
should and, as table IL shows for the viable counts, did agree very closely.
The suspensions were again examined after 5 (one suspension only), 10, 20,
41, and 80 days at between 20C and 50C. There was little difference between
them, more than 50% of the living particles remaining viable after 20 days'
storage ; however, a buffer solution of neutral reaction was chosen for
subsequent experiments. The total error shown in table II and subsequent
tables was calculated as the square root of the sum of the squared distribu-

4
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TABLE II. VIABILITY OF BCG SUSPENDED IN M/15 PHOSPHATE BUFFER
AND STORED AT 20-50C*

Days pH 5.9 - pH 6.8 pH 7.5
of

storage M TE survival M TE survival M TE survival

0 29.1 2.21 100 27.9 2.14 100 27.8 22.7 100

5 24.4 2.01 87

10 20.3 1.64 70 21.8 1.79 78 20.8 1.63 75

20 16.7 1.35 57 18.0 1.39 65 15.5 1.24 56

41 3.7 0.36 13 4.8 0.37 17 4.3 0.40 14

80 1.4 0.10 5 3.8 0.21 14 2.4 0.15 9

M = number of viable particles in million per ml (count based on 8 replicate roll-tubes)
TE= total error
* Suspensions prepared on 10 July 1953

tion and dilution errors,14 the estimate of dilution error being based on
experimentally determined pipette errors.

Table III shows the comparable viable counts obtained after storage
at between 2°C and 5°C of suspensions in three solutions of neutral reaction,
namely, Sauton medium diluted 1:4 in distilled -water, Sauton medium
diluted 1:4 in phosphate buffer, and (one experiment) phosphate buffer
alone. The method of preparing the suspensions was that described above
in connexion with table II. Three experiments were carried out. In the
particular experiment begun on 22 October 1953, the immediate viable
count was determined on the suspension in Sauton-water only, and the
value, 7.4 million particles per ml, was accepted for the other suspensions
within the limits indicated by the total error shown. For all suspending
media the results were comparable to those in table II. There seems to be
little difference in the preserving properties of the media. The presence of
extra phosphates (Sauton medium itself contains phosphates) may offer
the bacilli an advantage (table III, second experiment, 20 and 41 days,
third experiment, 40 days), but the addition of Sauton medium to the
phosphate buffer may not be necessary (table III, third experiment). Accept-
ing that Sauton medium diluted in phosphate buffer is at least as good a
suspending fluid as water-diluted Sauton, it was decided to compare the
viabilities of suspension in phosphate buffer with and without the addition
of Sauton medium. As far as the preparation of the suspensions is con-
cerned, the technique was that already described. Counts were carried out
on all suspensions immediately and after storage at between 2°C and 5°C,
using both glycerol-free Dubos medium and Dubos medium containing
6% glycerol. The results are shown in table IV. As the two suspensions
were diluted independently, a comparison of corresponding observations
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must involve a consideration of the total error. The. distribution error
alone is applicable when for one suspension the mean count obtained in one
medium is compared with that obtained in the other, the inocula being taken
from one dilute suspension. Taking into consideration the errors involved,
the results shown in table IV confirmed the observation already made that
glycerol-containing Dubos medium sometimes yields significantly higher
counts (table IV, experiment 1, 30 days, both suspensions) and sometimes
lower counts (table IV, experiment 3, suspension in phosphate buffer, 0, 15,
and 33 days) than does glycerol-free medium. Comparing the highest counts,
whether obtained in glycerol-free or glycerol-containing medium, there was
no important difference between the survival rates in the two suspending
fluids. By reference to tables II, III, and IV, it may be concluded that about
50% of living BCG particles, suspended in a neutral solution of phosphates,
will survive for between 20 and 30 days at between 20C and 50C, if the
suspensions are prepared from a Sauton pellicle by the traditional method
and the particles are present in the state of dispersion usually obtained by
that method.

Viability of BCG Suspensions Stored at Room Temperature

Storage at room temperature means that the suspensions were left
in the dark in the laboratory, exposed to temperatures which varied
slightly from day to day and within each 24-hour period about a mean
temperature of approximately 230C. The actual temperature was not
important because the purpose of the experiments was to compare the
values of different suspending fluids and methods of enumerating viable
particles. Table V shows the viability after storage at room temperature

TABLE V. VIABILITY OF BCG SUSPENDED IN DIFFERENT MEDIA
AND STORED AT ROOM TEMPERATURE *

Medium

Days Sauton in distilled water Sauton in phosphate buffer
of (pH 7.1) (1:4 dilution) (pH 7.1) (1:4 dilution)

storaget
M TE survival M TE survival

0 21.2 1.61 100 20.7 1.63 100

10 5.4 0.50 25 10.7 0.56 52

20 2.1 0.14 10 1.7 0.13 8

41 0.013 0.004 0.06 0.017 0.006 0.08

M = number of viable particles in million per ml
TE = total error
t Suspensions prepared on 15 September 1953
* For viability of these suspensions after storage at 20-50C, see table l1l.
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of suspensions prepared in Sauton-water and Sauton-buffer, as described
in the discussion of table III, which shows the viability of the same sus-
pensions (15 September 1953) stored in the cold. As expected, the viable
counts fell more rapidly at the higher temperature. The suspension in
Sauton buffer contained significantly more living BCG than the Sauton-
water suspension after 10 days' storage, and, although this difference
evened out on further storage, it seemed safe to conclude that phosphate-
buffered Sauton preserves the viability at least as well as the orthodox
suspending fluid. Subsequent comparisons were therefore limited to
phosphate buffer with and without the addition of Sauton medium.
Tables IV and VI show the viable counts obtained in glycerol-free and
glycerol-containing Dubos medium of one suspension before and after
storage at between 20C and 50C (table IV) and at room temperature
(table VI). Ignoring for the moment the counts obtained in glycerol-
containing medium, table VI shows that in experiments 1 and 3 signifi-
cantly more particles survived in phosphate buffer than in the Sauton-
containing suspending fluid. This dirference may have been due to a
bactericidal action of the glycerol in the Sauton medium 3 but it is also
possible that the organisms survive better at room temperature in plain
phosphate buffer because they continue to metabolize and die at a higher
rate when nutrients are available. It may be added that Sauton medium
diluted four times, or even more, with phosphate buffer will support the
growth of an abundant BCG pellicle at 370C. If they are stored in the
cold there is little difference between the preserving qualities of the two
suspending fluids (table IV), probably because metabolism is at a minimum.
More remarkable is the observation (table VI) that the counts of stored
suspensions obtained in glycerol-containing medium are significantly lower
than those obtained in glycerol-free medium. This difference is so obvious
that table VI has been simplified by omitting the distribution error and the
number of replicate roll-tubes. Thus, storage at room temperature affects
the organisms in such a way that some fail to grow in the presence of
glycerol. The appearance of colonies on any medium is usually delayed
when the inoculum is taken from a suspension stored at room temperature
-another indication of damage.

According to Miller & Goodner,16 sodium glutamate increases the
ability of BCG to survive freeze-drying, and preserves the viability of the
dried microbes. The observations recorded by Dubos 5 point to a similar
action on tubercle bacilli kept .in a liquid menstruum. It was therefore
decided to examine the effect of glutamic acid added to the suspending
media considered here. Four suspending fluids were prepared: M/15
phosphate buffer with and without glutamic acid; and phosphate buffer
containing 25 %, by volume, of Sauton medium, with and without glutamic
acid. Sufficient glutamic acid was added to give a concentration of 0.35 %
in the final suspensions. The pH was in all cases 7.0±0.05. To 50 ml
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TABLE VIl. VIABILITY OF BCG SUSPENDED IN DIFFERENT MEDIA
AND STORED AT ABOUT 23oC AND AT 2o-5oC

Viability after

Suspending medium 20 days at 30 days at
(pH 7.0) ~~~~230C* 2o.50C*

M TE M TE

M/15 phosphate buffer 4.62 0.50 8.20 0.63

M/15 phosphate buffer + 0.35% glutamic acid 5.14 0.53 8.86 0.75

Sauton diluted 1: 4 in phosphate buffer 1.65 0.10 8.36 0.93

Sauton diluted 1 4 in phosphate buffer + 0.35%
glutamic acid 2.16 0.13 7.68 0.78

M = number of viable particles in million per ml
TE= total error
* For all freshly prepared suspensions, M = 20.8 (TE = 1.7)

of the four media, 2.5 ml of a suspension containing 20 mg BCG per ml
distilled water were added. One of the resulting suspensions, that made
in glutamate-free, Sauton-containing phosphate buffer, was examined
immediately by the roll-tube method using plain Dubos medium. It
contained 20.8 million viable particles per ml, and this figure is valid for
the other three suspensions within the limits indicated by the total error,
computed by inclusion of the error of the first dilution step-the addition
of 2.5 ml of mother suspension to 50 ml of fluid. A portion of all sus-
pensions was kept at about 230C for 20 days, another at between 20C and
50C for 30 days, at which time they again were examined for viability.
The results, shown in table VII, confirmed that the preserving qualities
of phosphate buffer alone and buffer containing a quarter volume Sauton
medium are equal for suspensions stored at between 20C and 5OC. The
addition of glutamic acid had no effect at this temperature. The results
further confirmed that more particles survive storage at room temperature
when Sauton medium is omitted. The values obtained after storage at
room temperature were higher for the glutamate-containing than for the
glutamate-free suspensions; this difference was significant for the sus-
pensions in dilute Sauton but not significant for the suspensions in plain
phosphate buffer. Possibly glutamic acid has some preserving action
under conditions which favour metabolism.

Viability of BCG Suspensions after Exposure to Light

Suspensions of BCG have been found to be remarkably susceptible
not only to the effect of direct sunshine but also to that of diffuse daylight
both indoors and outdoors (skyshine), even as weak as it is in midwinter
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in Copenhagen.7 9,18 The lethal effect of sunlight is usually ascribed to
radiations of short wave-length, whereas visible rays are said to be without
appreciable effect.19 The reported high BCG mortality was therefore
surprising because glass, such as that used for ordinary ampoules and
window-panes, is opaque to ultra-violet rays. It should be added that
Senechal 17 failed to demonstrate a lethal effect on BCG suspensions
of five hours' exposure to daylight in her laboratory.

The results of light-exposure experiments carried out in this laboratory
are summarized in tables VIII, IX, X, and XI. All experiments were carried
out on bright sunny days and all periods of exposure included noon to
ensure light of high intensity. By " sunshine " is meant the exposure of the
test tubes or ampoules containing BCG to direct sunlight outdoors. Expo-

TABLE Vil. EFFECT OF LIGHT ON VIABILITY OF BCG SUSPENDED
IN SAUTON MEDIUM IN DISTILLED WATER (1:4 DILUTION)*

Exposure _
_______________________ _________Sur-

Date Duration M TE vival
Nature in %

minutes

21 August 1952 Darkness indoors 90 (t) 11.8 1.06 100
Bench-light indoors 90 (t) 15.3 1.51 130
Skyshine outdoors 90 (t) 10.3 1.01 87
Sunshine outdoors 90 (t) 0.0086 0.0008 0.07

22 August 1952 Nil (counted at once) 0.49 0.044 100
Darkness indoors 120 (t) 0.56 0.047 114
Light on window-sill 120 (t) 0.38 0.038 78

17 October 1952 Darkness indoors 90 (a) 6.80 0.68 100
Skyshine outdoors 90 (a) 3.98 0.38 59
Skyshine outdoors 90 (t) 4.50 0.44 66

4 September 1953 Darkness indoors 90 (a) 40.0 3.2 100
Skyshine outdoors 90 (a) 31.6 2.5 79

22 October 1953 Darkness indoors 90 (a) 7.4 0.65 100
Skyshine outdoors 90 (a) 3.5 0.21 47
Skyshine outdoors 90 (da) 4.5 0.26 61
Sunshine outdoors 90 (a) 0.037 0.002 0.5

M = number of viable particles in million per ml (mg)
TE = total error
t = test tube
a = ampoule
da = Danish ampoule
* pH 7.0 ± 0.1
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TABLE IX. VIABILITY OF BCG SUSPENSION BEFORE
AND AFTER 90 MINUTES' EXPOSURE TO LIGHT,

WITH AND WITHOUT GLYCEROL IN ROLL-TUBE MEDIUM *

Glycerol medium (2%) Glycerol-free medium

Nature of exposure M s TE sur- M TE s ur-
x vivybal M ybvial

Nil (counted at once) 32.0 t 1.78 3.47 100 32.8 2.37 3.86 100

Darkness indoors 29.3 1.30 2.53 92 31.9 0.80 2.51 97

Light on window-sill 8.3 0.34 0.70 26 31.9 0.92 2.54 97

Skyshine outdoors 4.0 0.20 0.36 13 27.2 0.76 2.16 83

M = number of viable particles in million per ml (mg)
s_= distribution error
x

TE = total error
t Based on 4 roll-tubes; other estimates based on 5
* Experiment carried out on 10 March 1954

sure to " skyshine " was obtained by fixing the sealed containers with adhe-
sive tape to a brick wall, sheltered from direct radiation but exposed to
light reflected by the surroundings and a blue sky. The suspensions exposed
to " light on window-sil:l " were placed on white, glazed tiles, and those
exposed to " bench-light " were left standing on the dull grey surface of the
laboratory bench about three feet from the window. No attempt was made
to cool the suspensions, but the temperature was checked with a thermo-
meter passed through the rubber stopper of a control container and in no
instance did it exceed 250C in the case of skyshine, or 300C in the case of
sunshine. In the first experiments the suspensions were in test tubes, and it
was thought that the low lethal effect of skyshine (table VIII, experiments
of 21 and 22 August 1952) might have been due to special ultra-violet-
retaining properties of the test-tube glass. Another experiment was therefore
carried out, in which 5-ml amounts of a suspension were exposed in a test
tube and in an ordinary thin-walled ampoule of clear glass of about the same
diameter. In each case more than half the particles were viable after exposure
to skyshine (table VIII, experiment of 17 October 1952).

These experiments were resumed when a new culture of the same strain
was received from the Statens Seruminstitut in Copenhagen, and when a
grinding procedure of shorter duration had been adopted for the routine
production of vaccine. The first experiment in which a fresh suspension
of high initial viable count was exposed to skyshine confirmed the results
already obtained (table VIII, experiment of 4 September 1953).

The possibility remained that the glass of the ampoules used by Edwards
& Dragsted 7 and by Tolderlund 18 differed from those used here in South
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Africa. The same volume of a suspension was therefore put into a local
ampoule and a Danish ampoule, cleared of the red substance with which
BCG ampoules from the Statens Seruminstitut are coated. The two am-

poules were exposed to skyshine side by side and, compared with a control
suspension stored in the dark indoors, about half the particles survived in
both (table VIII, experiment of 22 October 1953). Glass differences therefore
cannot explain the discrepant results obtained in the two laboratories.

The phenomenon of glycerol-sensitivity had been observed by this time
(table VI), and it was thought that the measured survival rate after light-
exposure might depend on the medium used for counting. This point was

tested. An ampouled suspension of 1 mg BCG per ml of water-diluted
Sauton medium was counted immediately after preparation, after 90
minutes in darkness indoors, after 90 minutes' exposure to light on the
window-sill, and after exposure to skyshine for the same period. Two sets
of roll-tubes were inoculated, one set prepared with plain Dubos medium
the other with Dubos medium containing 2% glycerol. The results of this
experiment, recorded in table IX, showed that the counts in plain Dubos
medium remained unaltered, or almost unaltered, after exposure to light,
whereas those in glycerol-containing medium were greatly reduced: only
about 26% of the living particles grew after exposure for 90 minutes on the
window-sill, and less, 12-13%, after exposure to skyshine. Thus an unsui-
table culture medium may lead to erroneous conclusions about the effect
of light.

Tolderlund,'8 in repeated experiments, has observed a marked decrease
in the viable counts obtained on Lowenstein-Jensen medium after exposure

of BCG suspensions for four hours to daylight in the laboratory. L6wen-

TABLE X. VIABILITY OF BCG SUSPENSION BEFORE AND AFTER
4 HOURS' EXPOSURE TO INDOOR DAYLIGHT, ESTIMATED BY ROLL-TUBE
METHOD AND BY SURFACE COUNT ON LOWENSTEIN-JENSEN MEDIUM *

iGlycerol Before exposure After exposure
Counting method mdu __ __ _____

medi)m M s TE N M |s TE N~x

Roll-tube 0 29.0 0.73 2.34 4 29.6 0.80 2.34 5

2 35.8 1.36 2.99 5 35.3 0.76 2.73 5

Surface count on 0 18.8 1.87 2.34 8 18.9 2.01 2.46 7
Lowenstein-Jensen
medium 2 22.4 1.04 1.96 8 18.2 1.91 2.34 5

M = number of viable particles in million per ml (mg)
8-= distribution error

x.
TE= total error
N = number of replicates
* Experiment carried out on 7 May 1954
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TABLE Xi. VIABILITY OF BCG SUSPENSIONS BEFORE AND AFTER
90 MINUTES' EXPOSURE TO SKYSHINE, ESTIMATED BY TWO METHODS

AND USING SEVERAL CULTURE MEDIA

Experi- Before exposure After exposurementl Counting Medium*
no. method I_

M x> TE N M x TE N

D 17.1 0.58 1.40 5 13.0 0.63 1.15 5

DG 17.5 0.47 1.38 5 2.8 0.20 0.29 5

Roll. DM 18.1 0.28 1.38 5 13.6 0.53 1.15 5
tube DHS 20.2 0.76 1.53 5 12.8 0.26 0.98 5

PHS 20.8 0.46 1.56 5 13.0 0.46 1.07 5

SHS 18.3 0.59 1.38 4 12.3 0.52 1.05 5

Surface L 10.5 t 1.38 1.59 8 6.8 0.70 0.86 8
count LG 9.4 t 1.53 1.68 8 4.5 0.57 0.66 8

D 24.6 0.98 2.07 5 14.5 0.28 1.11 5

DG 23.4 0.64 1.85 5 1.9 0.20 0.24 5

Roll- DM 23.8 0.34 1.80 5 14.6 0.59 1.23 5
tube DHS 28.1 0.58 2.17 5 14.4t 0.95 1.43 5

2 PHS 29.6 1.14 2.48 5 13.8 0.69 1.24 3

SHS 25.5 0.52 1.96 5 bottles contamined

Surface L 13.6 0.82 1.50 8 8.3 0.49 0.62 8
count LG 16.9 1.12 1.51 8 5.0 0.79 1.00 7

M= number of viable particles in million per ml (mg); s- distribution error of M; TE = total
error of M; N = number of replicates x

* D= Dubos medium without oleic acid or Tween 80; DG = D + 2% glycerol; DM = D + 2%
mannitol; DHS= D + an equal volume of horse serum; PHS = M/15 phosphate bufler+ an equal
volume of horse serum; SHS = glycerol-free Sauton medium + an equal volume of horse serum;
L = glycerol-free L6wenstein-Jensen medium; LG = L6wenstein-Jensen medium containing 2%
glycerol

t Variability between replicates exceeding expectation at 5% probability level

stein-Jensen medium usually contains glycerol and, for this reason, might
well be unsuitable for the particular purpose of counting light-exposed
BCG particles. The conditions under which Tolderlund worked were
reproduced in the following experiment. The number of viable particles in a
freshly prepared BCG suspension (I mg per ml) was estimated, as before, by
inoculatingtwo sets of roll-tubes, with and without glycerol. Each bottle recei-
ved 0.10 ml of one dilute suspension. Further, two sets of small screw-capped
jars containing Lowenstein-Jensen medium were prepared, one containing
glycerol-free medium, and the other, medium from the same batch to which
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2% glycerol had been added before inspissation. The inocula for jars and
roll-tubes were taken from one dilute suspension, 0.02 ml being dropped on
to the surface of the medium in the jars. Several ampoules, each containing
5-ml suspension, were placed on the laboratory bench and left from 11 a.m.
to 3 p.m. At the end of this period, the contents of the ampoules were pooled
and the viable particles were counted exactly as had been done before
exposure. The results are shown in table X.

The roll-tube counts were significantly higher than the surface counts on
Lowenstein-Jensen medium, and, as sometimes happens, the best results
were obtained with glycerol-containing Dubos medium. Medium for medium
the counts obtained before and after exposure were in remarkable agreement
and showed clearly that the light had neither killed the BCG nor rendered
it sensitive to glycerol.

It was decided to repeat this experiment but to expose the suspensions
to 90 minutes' skyshine, a treatment known to have some adverse effect.
Further, the experiment was expanded to include the comparison of a
number of roll-tube media. The media tested in roll-tubes were: plain
Dubos medium (D), Dubos medium containing 2% glycerol (DG), Dubos
medium containing 0.2% mannitol (DM), Dubos medium mixed with an
equal volume of horse serum (DHS), Sauton medium without glycerol
mixed with an equal volume of horse serum (SHS), and M/15 phosphate
buffer mixed with an equal volume of horse serum (PHS). Lowenstein-
Jensen medium without glycerol (L) and the same medium with 2% glycerol
(LG) were used in screw-capped jars as in the preceding experiment. The
suspension under test was diluted in 5 % bovine albumin, and the inocula
for the different media were taken from one dilute suspension, 0.02 ml for L
and LG, 0.10 ml for the roll-tubes. The bottles containing horse serum
were prepared for inoculation and rolling as follows: Dubos medium,
Sauton medium, or phosphate buffer, as the case might be, containing 4%
agar, was melted and distributed in bottles, 0.6 ml in each. The bottles and
their contents were sterilized and placed with the other bottles containing
D, DG, and DM in a rack in a water-bath at 450C. Sterilized by filtration
and preheated to 450C, 0.6 ml of horse serum was delivered with a sterile
syringe into each of the appropriate bottles, giving a final agar concentration
of 2%. It will be noticed that all the roll-tube media contained 0.5 %, or
about 0.5 %, of bovine albumin, added with the inoculum. The horse serum
excluded the necessity for bovine albumin, but this particular procedure was
followed in order to obtain the inoculum from one suspension in all cases,
thus avoiding the introduction of a dilution error in the comparison of the
counts obtained by the different methods in one test.

Two such experiments were carried out and the results are summarized
in table XI. For suspensions before exposure two of the media containing
horse serum, DHS and PHS, gave higher counts although all the roll-tube
media gave almost the same result. Both Lowenstein-Jensen media gave
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values which were lower than those obtained with the roll-tube method,
but this difference was least in the second experiment in which medium
LG gave a significantly higher estimate than L. After exposure to light,
the counts obtained in medium DG indicated a mortality of about 84%
in the first experiment and about 92% in the second, whereas the glycerol-
free roll-tube media pointed to a death-rate of less than 50%. In each
of the two experiments there was close agreement between the numbers
of colonies counted in these roll-tubes. The number of colonies counted
on the surface of L6wenstein-Jensen medium inoculated with the light-
exposed suspensions was also about half the number arising from the
fresh suspensions, LG giving slightly but significantly lower values in
both experiments. The results support the opinion already expressed
that exposure to skyshine does not cause a steep decrease in the viability
ofBCG suspensions. They failed to demonstrate that the use of Lowenstein-
Jensen medium leads to exaggerated estimates of the lethal effect of light.
Without glycerol, all the media tried were found suitable for the roll-
tube technique; the presence of mannitol in a concentration of 0.2%
offered no advantage, but the results were in favour of media containing
horse serum.

Discussion and Conclusions

A comparison of the total and viable counts is of no particular help
in testing the efficacy of the method used in obtaining the latter when
the suspension examined contains a mixture of living and dead organisms
in unknown proportions, as in the case of BCG suspensions, which,
moreover, are incompletely dispersed. Under these circumstances the
relative value of different methods of obtaining viable counts must be
judged by direct comparison of the results; the method which gives the
highest reliable count is the best.

It appears that most workers prefer to count the number of colonies
developing on the surface of Lowenstein-Jensen medium in the form
of test-tube slopes. This method has various drawbacks; controlled
distribution of the inoculum is difficult and water of condensation may
hamper the counting of colonies. Using plated Lowenstein-Jensen medium,
the Miles & Misra technique gives a better distribution of an accurately
measured inoculum but waste due to contamination, usually with moulds,
is excessive. The " plating " of the medium in small screw-capped jars
minimizes contamination but does not prevent occasional confluence of
colonies, a source of error which is unavoidable because a state of con-
fluence may have been reached before all the viable particles have grown
into visible colonies. The most serious objection is the high variability
between replicates, which often makes a mean count totally unreliable.
This high variability is probably not confined to this laboratory although
this is difficult to document because indications of variability are seldom
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included when viable counts are published. Table 11 in the publication
by Fenner 11 and tables 33 and 34 in the monograph by Krohn 15 indicate
that the variability between replicate Lowenstein-slopes exceeded expecta-
tion for mean counts of much more than ten colonies and, if this is so,
a cumbersome number of replicates would be required in order to get
a low distribution error. Lowenstein-Jensen medium has been used in
this laboratory on a limited scale only and has sometimes yielded results
as good as those obtained with other media, but usually it has given lower
counts, as in the data presented here.

All complex culture media are liable to vary in quality from one labora-
tory to another and from batch to batch within the same laboratory. This
applies not only to Lowenstein-Jensen medium but also to the plain Dubos
medium, which hitherto has served as " standard medium" in this labora-
tory. In particular, the latter medium tends to deteriorate in storage.
It may be safe to store a stock solution of magnesium sulphate, calcium
chloride, and copper sulphate, but reliable counts cannot be expected if
a stored solution of all the ingredients of Dubos medium is used. Further-
more, repeated steaming, or heating in the autoclave, invariably lowers
the efficacy of the complete agar medium. This instability detracts from
the convenience of its use and, pending the results of a series of comparative
counts, the simplest of the horse serum media (PHS) has been adopted
provisionally in this laboratory for routine purposes.

The technique is as follows: The BCG suspension is diluted in horse
serum sterilized by filtration through an asbestos pad (Ford SB). Of the
appropriate dilution, 0.5 ml is delivered with a syringe into bottles con-
taining 0.5 ml of a 4% solution of agar in M/15 phosphate buffer (pH 6.8),
kept at 450C. The bottles are rolled immediately and incubated at 370C.
Preliminary counts can be made after fourteen days, but more colonies
may become visible later and final counts should not be taken until after
about three weeks' incubation.

Undoubtedly, the method employed affects the results, and, as in
the case of most laboratory procedures, comparison of results between
laboratories would be facilitated by the use of standardized methods.
The method outlined above has the advantage that, almost identical condi-
tions could be obtained anywhere if supplies of dried horse serum and
agar were made available, from one stock-pile of tested preparations.
It might prove to be a practicable standard method and it is hoped that
it will be tried in other laboratories.

In experiments on bacterial nutrition the effect of a given substance
is usually measured by its effect on oxygen consumption or by its ability
to increase the bacterial-mass, estimated by weight, total counts, or opacity
reading. Measured by such criteria, enhanced growth does not show
that a given substance promotes the growth of all the organisms contained
in the preparation, under test. The present study supplies examples of this;
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oleic acid, Tween 80, and glucose, added to Dubos medium, stimulate
the growth of some, but not all, of the organisms contained in BCG
suspensions prepared from a Sauton pellicle, and under certain circum-
stances glycerol has a similar effect. It greatly enhances the size of BCG
colonies, but a large proportion of the organisms fails to grow in the
presence of glycerol if the bacillary suspension has been stored at room
temperature or exposed to intense light. Accordingly, the results obtained
with any medium containing glycerol should be treated with reserve.

It has been shown that of the three suspending fluids-Sauton medium
diluted 1: 4 in distilled water, Sauton medium diluted 1: 4 in M/15 phosphate
buffer, and phosphate buffer alone-the last is best suited to preserve the
viability of BCG suspensions stored at room temperature. The preserving
value of the three fluids, stored in the cold, is about equal. For this reason,
neutral phosphate buffer might with advantage replace the traditional
suspending fluid-water-diluted Sauton medium. It is commonly stated that
the number of viable particles in BCG suspensions prepared from Sauton
pellicles decreases with extreme rapidity in storage even at a low tempe-
rature,1' 12, 15 but the results recorded here point to a moderate decrease in
viability, which is more in keeping with the observations made by Birkhaug.3

Four hours' exposure to daylight in the laboratory has no measurable
lethal effect on BCG suspensions and the effect of brilliant South African
skyshine is slight. This is in conflict with the observations of others,7' 9, 18
and several possible causes of this discrepancy have been considered.
Difference in the physical properties of the ampoule glass seems to be of
little moment. Extremely poor dispersion of the bacilli in the suspensions
exposed to light would result in low apparent death-rate, but the total and
differential particle counts showed that the dispersion was good. Although
resistance or susceptibility to light could be inherent in a BCG strain,
this is not a likely explanation because the " Copenhagen strain" used in
Denmark was also used here. Despite the failure to demonstrate that the
phenomenon of glycerol-sensitivity after light-exposure affects the results
obtained with Lowenstein-Jensen medium in an important way, the method
of counting cannot be ignored as a possible explanation of the discrepancy
under discussion. Occasionally, BCG suspensions prepared for use as
vaccines have been discarded because of a tendency to agglutinate rapidly,
forming large bacillary clumps on gentle shaking. Attempts to find the cause
of this tendency and means for its prevention have not been successful, the
greatest difficulty being its unpredictable occurrence in certain apparently
normal Sauton-pellicles, and its spontaneous disappearance on subcultiva-
tion. The suspensions used in the present experiments showed no tendency
to agglutinate after exposure to light or after general handling, but aggluti-
nation could simulate a high death-rate and is a possibility worth checking
when low viable counts are obtained after exposure to light, as well as in
other instances where the true survival rate is in question.
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Because exposure to light was found to affect the viability and aller-
genicity of BCG vaccines, workers of the World Health Organization 8
have advocated that care be taken to avoid such exposure. The results
reported here should not detract from the importance of this recommenda-
tion. The allergenicity (and protective value) of light-exposed vaccines
may well suffer more than the viable counts indicate; the phenomenon of
glycerol-sensitivity suggests that a large proportion of the b4cilli is damaged
in some way and it would be interesting to know if glycerol-sensitivity is
connected with loss of allergenicity. At the South African Institute for
Medical Research no provisions have been made for the exclusion of
daylight from the BCG laboratory. As neither loss in viability nor indica-
tions of glycerol-sensitivity were detectable in BCG suspensions exposed
to several hours' of bright daylight indoors it seems justifiable to hesitate
before Tolderlund's 18 recommendations in that respect are followed.

* *

Since this paper was submitted for publication, it has been suggested
to the authors that the difference between this laboratory and the labo-
ratories where the destructive effect of light had been demonstrated is
that this laboratory is not itself protected against light: the handling
of subcultures, the preparation of vaccine, and the inoculation of roll-
tubes take place in broad daylight. The suspensions employed might
therefore already have been heavily damaged by light before the experi-
ments proper were begun. It was further suggested that in order to test
this possibility the preparation of vaccine and, after exposure of part
of the vaccine to light, the handling for colony counts should be done
at night.

Such an experiment was carried out. Working in electric light at night-
time a BCG suspension in dilute Sauton medium was prepared as usual.
Ampoules were filled with the suspension and then sealed and stored
in darkness at between 20C and 50C until the following day, when some
ampoules were exposed to 90 minutes' skyshine outdoors, others to
3 hours' light on the laboratory bench, and others again to 3 hours'
darkness at room temperature (230C). After exposure, the ampoules were
again placed in the cold-room until after dark when the inoculation of
roll-tubes took place. The resulting viable counts were as follows (total
error in million/mg is given in parentheses)

Control at 20-5oC in darkness . . . 26.6 million/mg (2.1)
Control at 230C in darkness 25.5 million/mg (2.1)
3 hours' bench-light .... . . . . 23.7 million/mg (2.0)
90 minutes' skyshine .... . . . . 8.6 million/mg (0.8)

These results agree with those shown in the body of the paper and
fail to substantiate the hypothesis put to the authors, which, in fact,
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had already been considered but rejected on other evidence. The more
indirect evidence against a hypothesis involving an initially steep, but
abruptly ending, fall in viability cannot be considered here but it might
be appropriate to tabulate the total number of stainable (Ziehl-Neelsen)
particles counted in some suspensions for which viable counts before
and after light-exposure are recorded in the tables shown in the body
of the paper: .

Data Viable particles Total particles
from Date of (million/mg) (million/mg)
table experiment before after before after

exposure exposure exposure exposure

VIII 4 September 1953 40.0 31.6 62.2 62.1
XI 19 June 1954 20.8 13.0 51.8 46.7-
XI 26 June 1954 29.6 13.8 63.0 68.4

The relationship between the viable and total counts shown in this
table does not allow for a heavy lethal influence of light during the
handling of the BCG before the experiment proper.

All suspensions referred to in this study were exposed to light soon
after their preparation, but we have found no significant increase in light-
sensitivity of suspensions stored in the cold; had this occurred, it might
in some cases have explained discrepant observations here and in other
laboratories. The age of the BCG culture seems to be without importance,
but the composition of the suspending fluid may be a factor to consider
in addition to agglutination and the suitability of the medium used for
viable counts.

RIASUMJ!

Le d6nombrement des colonies de bacilles tuberculeux, adopte comme methode
d'evaluation du nombre de bacilles viables dans les suspensions de BCG, peut etre
effectue sur plusieurs milieux solides. Les auteurs montrent que tous les milieux ne sont
pas egalement satisfaisants et que les resultats obtenus dependent de l'etat de la suspen-
sion. Un milieu, favorable lorsqu'il est ensemence avec une suspension fraichement
prepar6e, peut ne pas convenir si la suspension a ete alt6ree par conservation a la tempe-
rature du laboratoire ou par exposition a la lumiere vive du soleil. C'est ainsi que sur
les milieux contenant des substances acc6l6rant la vitesse de croissance (milieu de Dubos
additionn6 de glucose ou de glyc6rol par exemple) on obtient des colonies luxuriantes,
mais en nombre beaucoup plus faible que sur les milieux ne contenant pas ces substances.
Ces dernieres favorisent donc la multiplication de certains bacilles, mais non de tous.
Une partie d'entre eux, qui ne se developpent pas, sont dits <#sensibles au glycerol>.
Le denombrement des colonies sur de tels milieux n'indiquera pas, par consequent,
le nombre r6el de bacilles viables dans la suspension. En outre, des divergences dans
les resultats proviennent du fait que tous les milieux de culture complexes peuvent varier
d'un laboratoire A l'autre et d'un lot A l'autre. C'est le cas meme du milieu simple de
Dubos, qui semble s'alt6rer par conservation et dont l'efficacite est diminuee par des
passages repetes a la vapeur et par l'autoclavage. Pour remedier A ces inconvenients,
les auteurs preconisent un milieu simple, qui permette d'obtenir des resultats compa-
rables. Ce milieu est prepare comme suit: La suspension de BCG est diluee dans du
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serum de cheval sterilise par filtration sur amiante (Ford SB). On introduit 0,5 ml d'une
dilution convenable dans des flacons contenant de la g6lose A 4% dans une solution
tampon phosphat6e M/15 (pH 6,8) conserv6e a 450C. Les flacons sont mis en roulement
et maintenus A 370C. Une premiere lecture peut etre faite au bout de 14 jours; le d6nom-
brement final ne se fera qu'apres trois semaines. Cette m6thode r6pond aux exigences
d'uniformit6, le serum desseche et la g6lose pouvant etre de qualit6 standard.

Utilisant ce milieu pour l'etude de 1'action de la lumiere diffuse sur les suspensions
de BCG, les auteurs sont parvenus A des conclusions qui different de celles d'autres
chercheurs. Ils ont constate qu'une exposition de quatre heures a la lumiere diffuse du
laboratoire de Johannesburg n'avait pas d'effet l6tal significatif sur les suspensions et
ne creait pas de (( sensibilite au glycerol )>. De plus, meme la lumiere r6fl6chie, en plein
air, n'affectait que peu ces suspensions. Les auteurs suggerent qu'une des raisons du
desaccord entre chercheurs pourrait etre l'emploi de milieux de culture impropres a ces
determinations.

Les auteurs soulignent que ces constatations n'invalident cependant pas les recom-
mandations selon lesquelles les suspensions de BCG doivent etre soustraites a l'action
de la lumiere. En effet, iR est possible que le pouvoir allergene de la suspension soit plus
sensible A cette action que la viabilit6 meme des bacilles. Le ph6nornmne de <(sensibilite
au glycerol> est bien l'indice de 1'alt6ration de certains bacilles. I1 serait interessant
de savoir si cette alt6ration correspond A une perte de pouvoir allergene.

L'hypothese d'une alteration initiale des bacilles par la lumiere diffuse du labora-
toire, au cours des premiers stades de pr6paration de la suspension precedant les expe-
riences proprement dites, a ete envisag&e mais n'a pu etre retenue par les auteurs. Travail-
lant de nuit, a la lumiere artificielle pour preparer les suspensions, ils ont obtenu les
memes resultats qu'avec les suspensions pr6parees A la lumiere diffuse du jour.
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